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Beyonce has multiple chances
to steal the show with her many
Grammy nominations
Check out who else is up for the
awards on page 7
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Board approves voluntary employee separation plan
By Gin. Potthof f
Editor-in-chief

The University is offering select fullrime faculty and staff a chance
to fend off future layoffs and furloughs with a voluntarily employee separation program.
At yesterday's meeting, the
University Board of Trustees unanimously approved the Employee
Separation Plan, which allows
faculty and staff with 15 or more
years of service to voluntarily leave
the University in exchange for a
portion of their individual base

compensation to be paid out over
a period of time
The plan will save the University
an estimated $5.6 million during
an eight-year payout period.
Chief Financial Officer Sherideen
Stoll said the measure is both cost
effective and beneficial to participants because they can choose to
leave the University on their own
terms.
"We know that we are going to be
facing some significant Ifinancial)
challenges going into 2011," she
said. "When you have to make
reductions we have to make, indi-

vidual separations are very difficult."
Of the eligible 834 full-time
faculty and staff, 138, or 17 percent, are expected to participate
in the program, according to
Educators Preferred Corporation,
the Southfield, Mich., company
chosen to coordinate the 45-day
opportunity. EPC also created similar plans for Kent State University
and Wright State University, both
of which had almost as many
See PLAN | Page 2

Eligible faculty and staff
■ All employees with 15 or
more years of service to the
University as of June 30,2010
■ Full-time faculty, faculty on
administrative appointments,
administrative staff and classified staff
■ Employees with 28.99* years
of service as of June 30.2010;
departure must occur prior to
June 30.2011

Payout terms

Eligibility and
estimates

■ Faculty (nine- and 12-month.
Library)-100 percent of base salary, not to exceed $65,000
■ Faculty administrators-100
■ \percent of base salary, not to
exceed $75,000
■ Administrative staff-100 percent
of base salary, not to exceed
$55,000
■ Classified staff-100 percent
of base salary, not to exceed
$25,000

■ Faculty- 300 eligible. 46 estimated
■ Administrative
staff-162 eligible, 22
estimated
■ Classified staff- 372
eligible. 70 estimated
■ Total- 834 eligible,
138 estimated

Colleges unite
for celebration

MORE BANG FOR YOUR BUCK
Part four in a four-part series on how to save money

of the arts
Theater, art and music colleges
come together for extravaganza
ByTimNaida
Reporter

Three schools at the University are coming
together to display art for the campus and com-

Information compiled by Andy Ouriol and Kate Snyder

~.jP;:ty.

With the current economic recession and the holidays quickly
approaching, some students may need to tighten their pocketbooks.
Even with the financial situation limiting students buying luxury
items, many still seem to find room in their budget to purchase alcohol.
According to alcoholpolicymd.com, a Web site physicians use to measure alcohol consumption, college students spend $5.5 billion on alcohol each year.
The BG News decided to take a look at how students who are 21 years old and
over can save money on their alcohol purchases.

The Department of Theatre and Film, the
School of Art and the College of Musical Arts are
hosting the Arts Extravaganza, a series of events
designed to showcase art students here at the
University. The event is today from 6 to 10 p.m.
throughout the Fine Arts Center.
Theatre and film Instnictor Benjamin Powell
said the goals of the event were to show what
the different art departments can accomplish
together, and lo highlight the talents of students.

We looked at five stores:
Campus Quarters (CQ): 1414 E. Wooster St.
Kroger (K): 1094 N. Main St
Legends Wines and Spirits (L): 1616 E. Wooster St.
Meijer (M): 2111 E. Wooster St.
South Side 6 (SS6): 737 S. Main St.

BUDGET

See ART | Page 2

In no way does The BG.Vews condone- underage or harmful
consumption of any alcohol products.

HOW THE BRANDS STACK UP
Al sales poces ate subject to change. Kroger and Meier pt<es ava lable with shopper's card Legends rs a state-owned liquor store wtiicn has stronger ptoofs available.
Bold*d prices arc bait value.
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SUCCESS: Assistant professor Slepnen Croucher has been
working for the University since August 2006

Assistant professor receives
Young Scholar Award
Captain
Morgan Parrot
Bay flavored
rum (all
flavors), 750
millimeters,
42 proof

Southern
Comfort
Whiskey,
1.75 liters,

42 proof:

42 proof:
CQ - $22.99

K-N/A
L - $29.99
M - $17 99
SS6 - $22.99

CQ - $13.99
K - $10.79
L - $12.99
M -19.»*
SS6 - $10.99

Popov Vodka
distilled,
1.75 liters,

CQ - $9.99
K - $8.59
L - $9.49
M - $8.99
SS6 - 10.99

Bud Light
12-pack
(bottles):

Smirnoff
Ice six-pack
(all flavors):

CQ - $9.99
K - $9.99
L - $9.49
M - $9.49
SS6 - $9.99

CO - $7.49

K-N/A
L - $7.49
M - S7.49
SS6 - $8.79

Natural Light
30-pack (cans):
CQ -$13.99
K -$13.99
L -$13.99
M - $13.99
SS6 - $13.99

Franzia Box
Wine, five
liters (all
flavors):
CQ - $13.99
K - $13.99
L - 14.49
M - $13.99
SS6 - $14.99

By Joih Wh.th.rholt
Reporter

The annual Outstanding Young Scholar Award
has been handed out, and for the second rime
in recent years, a member of the School of Media
and Communications has claimed the prize.
Assistant Professor Stephen Croucher, a professor at the University since August 2006, was
the winner of this year's award, which included a
$1000 research grant and a S2000 cash reward.
"I was surprised and happy and rather pleased,"
Croucher said." It's really cool. I think it just shows
I the School of Media and Communications does|
good research and the school supports Us."
Croucher has also gained much support from
See AWARD | Page 2
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Talent show raises money

Printing costs concern students

Twelve acts performed at the third
annual Coffee House Theme Variety
Show at the Union last night to raise
money for Dance Marathon | Page 3

k

Columnist Ryan Sullivan and guest columnist Zach
Tarvin discuss their opinions on ways the University
could tighten their budget next semester instead of
charging students for printer use | Page 4

SPORTS
Men's basketball wins game
JJL
MW

The basketball team triumphs over
Savannah State before preparing to go on

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What would you keep buying, no matter how
expensive it got?

MMSMI
Freshman. English

La month-long road trip to schools including Detroit and Fordham | Page 9

"Clothes are pretty important I don't want
to be naked in this weather' | Pag* 4

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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PROPER MANNERS, PROPER PLACE SETTINGS, PROPER ATTITUDE

PHOTOS BY COURTNEY STEUAB

1-T Bfi r.i:,

ETIQUETTE: Pjtw Relations Sludeni Society o( Ameiica. or PRSSA. participate in a dinner to learn proper etiquette for future business meals. The dinner was to help leach them how to properly order food, what to order, how to deal with a variety of situations and prepare for business situations they nay encounter in then careers

BLOTTER
WED, DEC 3
10:58 A.M.
Management of an apartment building located within the 500th block
of Palmer Ave. reported unknown
subject(s) set off what looked to be
a Dramo bomb m the hallway of the
building.

t

ONLINE: Go to bgviewscom for the
complete blotter list

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-572-6966.

BGVtews
•Your Blogs
■Your Stories
■Your Community
■Your News
■Your Views
Visit Your Community 9

BGVIEWS.com

AWARD
From Page 1

his colleagues for winning his
award.
"I think it's great," said
Communications Professor Ellen
Gorscvski. "He's got a lot of fantastic publications and it was some
Stiff Competition and the fact that
he was chosen under stiff competition is really a credit to him."
Croucher, who received the
award in part because of his
dedication to mentoring his students, has also been praised by
his graduate students.
"He deserved it because he's
published very well and he is
very hard-working'' said fourthyear graduate student Ueepa
Oommen. "He is always in his
office and working very early."
Croucher primarily researches
(lie ways in which religion, predominantly Islam, and intercultural relations affect the way
people communicate. He has
done research all over Europe, as
well as in India, and has done
research in the field every summer since being at the University.
(voucher said he plans to use
the grant money to go to either
India or China during the summer break to look at immigrant
adaptation, ethnic media use

and religious fundamentalism.
I le joked the grant money will
partially pay for the plane ticket.
Interim Chair of the
1 X'panment of Communications
Lynda
Dixon
nominated
Croucher for the award. She said
she nominated him because he
has had multiple articles published in the highest quality publications, the way he mentors the
graduate snidents he teaches
and she feels that he has been
researching topics that deeply
affect the world.
"If people would listen to the
tilings tliat lie says, we would have
less conflict today." Dixon said.
Dixon was very impressed
with Croucher's ability to get both
external and internal research
grants, something she said is
rare with such a young professor.
Crouch came to the University
straight out of a doctoral program and already had grants.
The most important thing
tliat Croucher does, according to
Dixon, is the way he uses his own
grant money to help pay for his
students togo to conferences with
him to present papers, something
Dixon said is not seen often.
"It's a very generous tiling to do
and is very much in the snidents'
interest," Dixon said.
Oommen has been at the
University as long as Croucher

participants as was originally estimated.
Employees who choose to participate in the plan and retire will
receive 60 equal monthly payments of base salary pay over
five years contributed (o a -103(1))
account. Nonretiree participants
will receive 96 equal monthly
payments over eight years direct
deposited toabankaccount.Once
participants agree to leave the
University, they cannot be rehired
for 10 years except on a part-time
adjunct faculty single course term
basis. Some positions left vacant
will be refilled, but Stoll said with
the restructuring of staffing, some
positions may be eliminated.
Stoll stressed the plan was not
a buyout, but an employee separation or severance program. A
buyout means purchasing service
credit, she said, and this plan does
not buy additional employee
years.
With the plan's approval, EPC
sent e-mails to eligible University
employees today, who have until
Feb. 1 to make their decision. EPC
representatives will be on campus as soon as Dec. 15 to provide information sessions and
employee-counseling^.

Ron Shields, faculty chair to the
board and chair of the Theatre
and Film Department, said the
key features of the plan are that it's
voluntary and will only be relevant
to faculty and staff who choose to
participate. Shields, who's been
at the University 23 years, said he
was glad the University shared
some plmi details and listened to
faculty and staff responses before
unveiling it.
"For the vast majority of faculty,
I doubt it will matter much. But
it gives faculty and staff a choice."
Shields said. "I've been here more
than 15 years and I'm going to
take a look at it even though I'm
not ready to retire."
The plan allows a great amount
of personal choice, said SaraZulchSmith, administrative staff chair
to the board. She said with the
plan, faculty and staff can have
"control of their own destiny."
"I find this to be very respectful to the individuals participating" said Ken Borland, senior vice
president for Academic Affairs
and provost. "It shows a great deal
of character for the University."
Stoll said while the plan will
cut costs, it does not guarantee
other restructuring measures will
not be taken since the University
is expecting an S8.3 million
decrease in state funding for next
isol year.

graduate and graduate students.
They will present works from
classes as well as individual works.
From Page
Events include musical perfor"The Arts Extravaganza is mances, art displays, glass blowdesigned to highlight or draw ing demonstrations and a fashion
attention to arts across BG," he show. Each room will have differsaid. "It brings together multiple ent events and arts featured.
art-liased departments and proSenior Brin Mansell said she is
vides a window for the community excited to see the glass blowing
to see what can happen when [the exhibition, and said the event is
art departments] get together."
good for the school.
"1 think it's a great way to showThe event will feature performances and displays from under- case the artistic talents of BGSU

students," she said. "It shows that
BGSU is a community."
Freshman losh Powell is performing with Circus Vera during
the Arts Extravaganza He said he
likes the focus on the arts at die
University, and said it will be run
to perform.
"Here they actually appreciate
the arts," he said. "It's cool how
they accept everyone and everyone is invited."
The event is free and open to
the public.

and has had die opportunity
to work with him on several
papers, along with other students. In the summer of 2008. a
group including Croucher and
Oommen won the Top Paper
award at the International
Communications Association
Conference in the Intercultural
Division. In November 2009, they
won Top Paper at the National
Communications Association
Conference in both the American
Forensics Division as well as the
Argumentation and Forensics
Division.
Because of the amount of
hands-on experience Oommen
has gotten from working with
Croucher, she feels much
more prepared to publish her
own papers when she one day
becomes a professor.
"I've been able to learn the
tricks of publishing," Oommen
said. "I've learned all tliat from
the research group and it has
really helped me for the future."
Dixon has been impressed
with Croucher thus far and looks
forward to the department gaining from his hard work and dedication, something she said has
been "outstanding"
"He has been ready to go forward," Dixon said. "With that
kind of attitude, he will have a
long and successful career,"

PLAN
From I
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Give the gift of BGSU
this holiday season

Put Us On Your
Christmas List!
' One Bedroom Apartments:
320 Elm
117 N. Main
109 N. Main #H
216 N. Enterprise
114 S. Main
128W. Wooster

Stop by and check out our gift ideas:
T-shirts • Sweatshirts • Blankets
Hats • Glassware

Two Bedroom Apts. Duplexes & Houses:
320 Elm
. 730 Elm
316 Ridge Front
• 109 N. Main
311,319 S. Main
• 520 E. Reed
• 507 & 525 E. Merry
-214N.
• 843 Sixth
Three Bedroom Apts. & Houses:
L
' 330 N. Church
• 119"2 Clay.
433 N. Enterprise -house
• 338 N. Church
534 S. College A&B
• 123+127 E. Merry
734 Elm
. 455 S. Summit
STOP BY Ol R OFFICE
TO PICK UP Ol'R COMPLETE
RENTAL BROCHURE.

NEWL9VE
Rentals
(419)352.5620
332 S. Main St
email us newloveinto@newloverentals.com

530 EAST WOOSTER SI • 419-353 7732 • www.sbxgofalcons.com

www.newloverentals.com
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Variety show takes center stage to help gather donations
Money collected during show in order to help
Dance Marathon and Children's Miracle Network
By Matt Ny.
Reporter

Between ine guitar riffs and heavnily wxals hy tl«'(xiformers al the
lliird annual Coffee House Iheme
Variety Show were (lunations benefiting Dance Marathon and the
Children's Miracle Network.
Rachel Blesch and Bemadette
Wiggin are a part of II2() and
helped set up the event.
"I helped with decorating and
organizing perfnniiers where they
needed to go. and helped with
advertising lor tliis event as well."
Wiggin said. "I love iinything musical and it's a good opportunity to
show people's talent; it's a good
cause for the community as well."
Twelve ads performed, such as
singing, comedy and salsa dancing.
"It's an awesome show and
everyone is wonderful." said senior
Mallory Sanders, an audience
member.
But those who organized the
event said the main goal of die
night was to raise money for the
Children's Miracle Network.
"We do sets and things, but we
just try to get people gathered to
watch and raise money for Dance
Marathon," Blesch said. "We
accepted donations before and

during Ithecventl."
Blesch said she really started
to get involved win the community by getting into Social lustice
Organizations.
"I asked the leaders to put on
a coffee house Variety show and
they agreed, so we decided to go
with Dance Marathon because we
knew a lot of people were involved
with helping the community,"
Blesch said.
Many audience members were
pleased with the talent on display
last night.
"I really liked the show," said
senior Tommie lames. "It's for a
great cause with the donations and
everybody had amazing talent."

PHOTOS BY COURTNEY STSUAR

THE BG NEWS

SING OUT: Junior Anna Gorman and hpt brother Sam played a duet yesterday evening at the H20 Variety sliow Those who attended were asked to give donations, which went to Ddnce
Marathon and the Children's Miracle Network.

THE
TANNING 1 Week Free
CENTER
2 urns f OR $500

NEW CUSTOMER SPECIALS
• ONE TIMC PURCHASE •

University unaffected by other schools' lab closures
By Austin Arnold

Reporter

RVANPWOC I IHCBGNEWS

WORKING HARD: Students work on homework and surf the Internet in one of the
Business Administration building's compute! labs

visit us online @

BG Views
FRUGAL

FALCON$
What's the millionaire's
secret?
A. Go to business school
B. Pick a stock market
winner
C. Live within your means
and invest the rest

it* mow CMhtoun* <wg

Brought to you by:

The University of Virginia has started
to close many of its computer labs
because they are being left unused.
According to www.washbumreview.
org. 99 percent of current freshmen
at the University of Virginia brought a
laptop with them to campus, leading
to the diminishing need of computer
labs.
Although the widespread use of
I H i M ii i, 11 computers may cause some
colleges' computer labs to be dormant, this does not appear to be an
issue here at the University, according to Debra Wells, director of client
services for information Technology
Services.
"I was surprised to hear that a large
university such as Virginia would lx'
closing most of its labs," she said "Yes.
a lot of students here have their own
computers but as far as shutting down
labs, this is just not the case here."
Support Services Supervisor for ITS
losh Von Lehmden said unused computer labs are not a big concern.
"Although there might be a slight
decrease in lab use lately, there has
been no talk of shutting down any
late on campus."
There are several reasons why students use computer labs on campus,
but there is one specifically that will
keep them in high demand for some
students, Von lehmden said.
"Students have to rely on computer
software a lot more now then they
did in the past, software that is available on most lab computers," he said.
"And many students don't have that
software on their personal computers."
Senior John Van lunan is one snident who relies on the software available on campus computers from
time lo time, he said.
"I'm a VCT major, so when I have a
project to do, I use the lab computers

How much is stress
costing you?
Join Alpha Lambda Delta
and guest speaker, Jenny Evans of
PowerHouse Performance Coaching,
to find out and learn how to...
1. Increase your resiliency to stress
2. Improve your overall performance
3. Enhance your health
Monday December 7, 2009
7:30-9:00pm
@ the UNION THEATER

™»NI MONEY
BGSU
wwvf.bg lu.tdu/snum
41t.372.22S2

GLASS CITY
FEDERAL
1>^CREDIT UNION

There will be light refreshments and the
first 240 in attendance will receive their
very own Jenny Evans "Hit the Deck"
set for free.
For more information on Jenny Evans, check out:
http7/www.powerhousepen'ormancecoaching com/

because I don't have programs
like Dreamweaver and Hash on
my computer," he said.
Van Email lives off campus and
he said that he uses the computer
labs one to two times a week.
"I use either the 'technology
Building lab or the one in the
Union, usually the tech lab
because the Union lab can get
real busy at times," he said.
According to Von Lehmden,
during this semester, an average
of about 2.IXX) students use the
Union lab in one day.
"The Union and Library
labs seem to be the busiest as
far as usage on campus,'' Von
Lehmden said. "1 notice a lot of
people around die Union lab
from 11 a.m. to I p.m. I think
that's because most people are
on campus at this time of day."
Not only does the time ol day
affect how crowded ciimpus labs
are. the time of the semester also
matters, Von Lehmden said.
"The beginning mid end of the
semester, as well as midtenn, an'
busier times for the labs," he said.
Von lehmden suggested that
students should try going to less
frequented labs such as Hayes
025, the Technology Building tab,
and the Music Building lab in the
basement to avoid congestion.
As the end of the semester is
approaching, it may be useful
for students to know when the
various labs on campus are open,
especially during finals week. R>r
a schedule of the labs and the
times they are open, visit www
bgsii.edu/its/labs/index.html.

ierv^ BC, W I9g0

32 Rooms fluailable!!
Use your package at any of our locations
'THE HEAT
904 E Wooster
419-352-3588

Tan for as low
as $15 a month
•CAu FOR DETAILS*

5 beds. 1 booth
closest lo campus

• SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S Main
5 beds. 2 booths
419-353-8826
appt. available
► THE WASH HOUSE
248 N. Main
17 beds. 2 booths
419-354-1559
no appt. needed

TanningCenterBG.com

c«ti C4Vd -eo- ie-J • 3 n«nin mrumu-n
Hr 1111*1

LOTIONS
ro
UP

40% OF
EVERYDAY!

Preferred
I Properties Co.
Find A Place To Call Home
www.prelerredpropertiasco.com

MAKE YOUR NINE AT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apis.
Piedmont Apts.
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed!
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl: 8-4:30
530 S. Maple St.
419-352-9378

YOUR SEARCH IS OVER"
At the corner of Clough and Mercer
One Block South of Campus

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE &
UNIVERSITY
COURTS
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Valuable Utility Package included in your rent
- Gas (heating and cooking) - Water, Sewer, and Trash Removal - *77 Channel Time Warner Cablevision* • Flexible Leases
• Furnished Available
• "Tenant Friendly" Management • Affordable
• 24 hr. Emergency Maintenance • Convenient

I

VISIT US FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO SEE A MODEL
;n 31. lAinnrrsi Milage)

rcnialsft,iiiii\crsiiyaparimcnls.us

(419)352-0164
www.uniu'rsilx apart mails.us

FORUM
rbUrLtiJN

"Although there might be a slight decrease in lab use lately, there has
been no talk of shutting down any labs on campus.'
- Josh Von Lehmden. Support Services Supervisor for ITS [see story, pg. 1].
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"Shoes."
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What would you keep buying no matter how expensive it got?
Toilet paper."

"Food."

"BlackBerry Curve, it's

K
K£

my life."

VISIT US AT
KV1EWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
THERESA SMITH.
Senior.
Early Childhood Education

MARTINA CHATMON.
Junior,
Marketing

DANMETRY,
Junior,
Computer Science

JOYTUTIE,
Freshman.
Finance

Students voice concern
over the cost of printing

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgviews com

THE LEGEND OF BONES MALONE

There is other pork the University could cut, but they
would rather get the money out of strapped students

I he University has a pressing
issue that threatens to further
alienate students from the faculty.
The rumors have been swirling since the beginning of the
semester as to whether or not
a charge on students for printing was to be implemented
and it seems as if it is now
inevitable.
Hut right now, students have
a chance to stand up and tell
the administrators "No, I will
not be exploited anymore!"
During the presentation
to Undergraduate Student
Government illSGi, the group
proposing the charges estimated a savings of SI.5 million. This figure might seem
high but we are also forgetting
A lew things.
To use this new system, it
is only going to create more
of a hassle than it is worth.
The training for the staff alone
to implement the system, the
software to pull it off, and the
extra time it would require
each time you needed to print

Now, this is by no means
something would just slow
things down to a slower crawl an attack on the president.
I am simply trying to point
than it already is.
If the University is that des- out other alternatives to save
perate to save money, we can money as opposed to charging
start at the top to find ways to students.
I don't know about anybody
trim the fat.
According to both pub- else, but it feels as if this is
lic record and an AP article just another way the school is
published in the Toledo trying to exploit us and unless
Free Press, President Carol we do something about it, we
Cartwright is the sixth high- are just going to face further
est paid president of an Ohio repression.
I attended a school prior to
Public University with a staggering salary of $375,000. This the University that charged
is S40.000 a year more than for printing. About a quarter
Miami's president and $20,000 of the way into the semester,
I ran out of "free prints" and
more than Akron's.
This wouldn't
be so was required to pay for printbad. except that when the ing the rest of the way. I ended
University is claiming they up going to Staples the rest of
are trying to save money by the semester just because they
charging us to print, they are were cheaper.
Yes, shameless plug since I
giving our illustrious leader a
raise. Just for having the inter- work there — but the fact of
im tag removed from her title the matter is, this will only furlast year, Cartwright received ther divide the administration
from the students. Unless the
a raise of SRO.OOO.
Want another way to trim administration is willing to
the economic fat instead of stand up and make the tough
choices without hurting the
passing the bill to students?
The University owns a house students, we will both be losabout ten minutes or so from ers in the end.
campus that they paid about
$750,000 for about 5 years ago.
Respond to Ryan at
Would anybody really be surthenews@bgneius.com
prised to learn that Cartwright
is the occupant of said house?

Saving paper is a good idea, but charging for printing
might not be the best way of going about doing it
By Zach Tarvin
Guest Columnist

It was only a matter of time, but it
looks like the University decided
to use the guise of Ix'ing environmentally friendly to charge
students for printing.
I'd been hearing it would happen since August, but since most
of the rumblings were that it
wouldn't happen until next fall
I didn't care — that's the joy of
graduating. But the fact remains
that die proposed plan is full of
holes in logistics and logic.
Any printing scheme on this
campus would require a rethinking of the way our computer
labs are run. particularly in residence halls. I frequently find the
printer severely low on toner,
with little time to get to another
tab, let alone call the Residential
Community Connection IRCCI
to report it.
The University's point about
the cost of printing has value,
but the move toward metcred
printing should be a last resort.
The first thing that needs to happen is that students, faculty and
administrators need to be on the
same page about die alternative
options to printing.
I'm a creative writing major.
In a workshop class, I can easily print ISO pages in a semester. Yet, if I use tools like Word's
"Track < changes," I can still share
comments and collaborate with
my classmates without having
to print. Clearly, this option isn't

going to work for every student,
ever)' instructor or every program, but it's an effective alternative to charging students to
print anything front a one-page
response to a term paper.
What's more, the University is
more than ready to handle an
electronic shift in the way we do
academic work. Blackboard and
MyFiles can both be configured
to act either as a repository or
a sharing hub for assignments.
1 would think if the University
were going to offer diese services, they'd push students toward
them a little more before they
outright charged for printing.
It may well be that faculty members aren't using them because
they don't know how. If that's the
case, the University needs to provide better documentation and
training for students and faculty.
Any number of "free pages"
would likely be too small for the
typical student. The December
2 article on the printing scheme
in The BG News shows the
University's point not to effectively punish the students who
"only print around 25-30 pages."
Who's getting by on 25-30 pages
a semester? Certainly not anyone I know I would think a close
approximation would be 300
pages or more. This semester I've
probably done twice that, but I
was printing my senior thesis.
The key thing here is that the
University and students arc not
approaching this issue efficiently. Before we go anywhere near

THE BG NEWS
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charging to print, we need to
exhaust all other options. Almost
every time I go to use a campus
computer lab, there's a stack of
PowerPoint slides or a discarded second copy of a CiSW paper
lying on the printer tray.
Sometimes, on weekends, I'll
throw some of my own paper in
the empty printer to do a small
assignment, only to find that
there's twelve copies of someone's
term paper spooled to the printer,
because hitting print eleven more
times always fixes things. Simply
by better educating students and
acuity, we can reduce the need
and waste in our printing costs.
If we're really hemorrhaging
that much money in paper and
ink, maybe the ItCC needs to
become a sort of SWAT team,
sweeping into computer labs and
ejecting anyone contributing to
waste, be it frivolous printing, or
playing Farmville when there are
other people who actually need
the computer.
It's a little martinetish, but it
is more beneficial to the entire
campus community.
Respond toZach at
thenews@bgnews.com
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Obama's first year disappoints
"The policy of creating allies in a hostile
region through 'nation-building' was a
major theme in the authoritarian genre... in
both the Soviet Union and Nazi Germany."

'This probably doesn't come as
a surprise to anyone who has viewers everywhere seems to
been following the hit reality be closed to debate. As are the
show "Politics," but a politician ideas that they can be destroyed
has broken a promise.
with massive ground invasions
This particular politician and that Al Qaeda has the same
is named Barack Obama. and goals as the Taliban. Audiences
so far Season One has failed are bored with the same old
to live up to the hype. We are policies, and this viewer is in
only a few months past the the mood for something a little
pilot episode, but it looks like more ambitious — like a reducthe next few years may end up tion of troop levels or an outlooking not too different from right withdrawal.
the less successful series "The
The policy of creating allies in
Bush Years," whose low ratings a hostile region through "nationresulted in it being canceled. building" was a major theme
While a surprise plot twist may in the authoritarian genre and
still be in the cards, Obama's saw considerable use in both
intended role as "The Anti-War the Soviet Union and Nazi
Candidate" is turning out to be Germany, winning (or conquering) audiences all over Europe
a bad fit.
What I'm referring to is and Asia. The Soviet Union tried
Obama's escalation of the war to expand into Afghanistan durin Afghanistan. The transfer- ing the 80s, but the high cost of
ence of 30,000 troops into the marketing eventually resulted
tiny impoverished nation is the in this show being canceled due
result of not so much a new to lack of funds.
approach to foreign policy as a
The producers of Politics
slight reshuffling of priorities. would do well to reexamine
This is not the "Change" that these lessons, as the United
audiences had hoped for and States has been running at a loss
disappointment seems to be for decades. Issues like unemthe result.
ployment, global wanning and
While many fansare thrilled to the erosion of the middle class
see the replacement of Obama's are not given nearly the air time
predecessor and overall change they deserve, and are much
of cast, the script remains largely more pertinent to most viewthe same. Despite a consistent ers' lives. Regardless, it looks like
lack of evidence, the Obama viewers have several more years
administration has been unable of war to look forward to.
to stray from the same set of
Also, with stop-loss measures
premises that audiences grew already in place and being utitired of in the Bush years.
lized to their fullest, Obama
The idea that the shattered will be hard pressed to find
remnants of al-Qaida are still the additional cast necessary
a grave threat to the safety of to extend the war into Season

Two. He had better deliver on
his promise of "change" or else
he may very well end up being
replaced.
Even if this does happen,
it is unlikely we will witness a
change of script any time soon
as the show's producers are
quite content with a continuation of the same old show carrying on indefinitely. It is true that
Obama has won over a great
deal of new viewers, but his
lack of originality may very well
result in the show's return to the
previously dismal viewership of
less than half the nation.
With villains and comic relief
like Sarah Palin, the show can be
downright enthralling at times.
However, if the main character turns out to be a limp noodle, audiences will once again
choose to change the channel
and lose track of the story's progression. It may be that Obama
is simply not used to his new
role, and it will take some time
before he is able to find his place
as the star of the show.
Hopefully he finds his voice
soon, because with co-stars like
Hillary Clinton, Dave Patraeus
and Timothy Geithner, the show
might have to once again take a
back seat to more popular programs such as "American Idol"
or "Dancing with the Stars." But
with audience participation as
it is, I suppose you get what you
pay for.
Respond to Mike at
thenews@bgiiews.com
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US ambassador: USMexico drug war aid
on track

Gay marriage bill
up for vote in NJ
next week

More charges
expected in NYC
terror plot

Pilot who endured
torture at 'Hanoi
Hilton' dies

McALLEN. Texas -The U.S.
ambassador to Mexico said yesterday that programs to provide
more than 111 billion in equipment
and training to help Mexico fight
organized crime are on track.

TRENTON. N.J. (AP) - A bill to
legalize gay marriage in New Jersey
will be posted for a vote next week.

NEW YORK-Federal authorities
expect to file more charges in an
alleged plot by an al-Qaida associate to attack New York City with
homemade bombs, a prosecutor said
Thursday

JACKSON. Miss (AP) - Retired
Air Force Col Jack Pitchford, a fighter pilot from Mississippi who survived seven years in the Vietnamese
prison camp known as the Hanoi
Hilton, has died He was 82.

Assistant US Attorney Jeffrey
Knox told a judge the charges would
be contained in a new indictment
against Najibullah Zazi. a Colorado
airport van driver arrested earlier this
year on charges of conspiring to use
weapons of mass destruction

Pitchfotds brother. Jim
Pitchford. says the former pilot died
Wednesday after battling a brain
tumor.

Ambassador Carlos Pascual's
comments followed the release
yesterday of a government report
showing only about $24 million of
the aid had been spent by the end of
September Congress appropriated
the first J400 million lor Mexico as
part of the Menda Initiative in June
2008
Pascual said expenditures had
increased several times since the
report was completed and noted that
five new helicopters would be delivered to Mexico in a matter of weeks.
-Christopher Sherman (AP)

Sen Ray Lesniak. a member of
the Senate Judiciary Committee.
says the bill is scheduled to go
before that committee on Monday
and will be voted on by the full
Senate next Thursday
Garden State lawmakers who
support the idea have been reluctant
to post the bill for a vote unless they
were fairly certain it would pass. Both
houses of the Legislature must pass
it before it goes to the governor.
Outgoing Gov Jon Corzine has
said he would sign a gay-marriage
bill into law His replacement. Gov.elect Chris Christie, takes office next
month and says he would veto it

"1 think it's likely there will be additional charges." Knox said at a pietrial
hearing in federal court in Brooklyn
The investigation continues
-Tom Hays (AP)

WASHINGTON-The man
accused of killing federal intern
Chandra Levy in Washington in 2001
has been charged with threatening a
witness in the case
A superseding indictment filed
Wednesday in DC Superior Court
chaiges Ingmar Guandique with
obstructing |ustice. threatening

The Natchez. Miss. native was
shot down m 1965 and taken to the
Hoa Lo pnson. enduring torture in
the same place as US. Sen John
McCain and other veterans

to injure a person and conspiracy
Guandique was charged in April with
first-degree murder and other counts
m connection with Levys death
He has pleaded not guilty to those
charges

Pitchford was released in 1975
McCain was released the same
year after spending five years in the
prison

The DC Public Defender Service.
which is representing Guandique.
had no immediate comment on the
new charges yesterday

Pitchford was born John Joseph
Pitchford Jr on May 29,1927.

New Jersey currently has a civil
unions law.

Man accused in
Levy killing faces
new charges

-Sarah Karush(AP)

Demjanjuk trial
opens on Nazi death
camp charges
MUNICH (AP) - John
Demjanjuk sat in a wheelchair
wrapped in a light blue blanket, his
eyes closed and his face pale as his
trial opened Monday on charges he
helped kill 27900 Jews as a Nazi
death camp guard
Lawyers for the retired Ohio
autoworker portrayed him as a
victim - of the Nazis and misguided
German justice. But three German
doctors testified the Ukrainian-born
Demjanjuk was fit to stand trial
Wearing a blue baseball cap.
Demjanjuk 89. was wheeled in to
the packed Munich state court and
did not answer when presiding judge
Ralph Alt asked if he could answer
basic questions about himself His
left hand twitched occasionally
and his mouth was open slightly as
though he was in pain.

Calls grow for Ga. speaker to resign amid scandal
By Shannon McCaffcry
The Associated Press

I

ATLANTA — Georgia's iron-fisted
House speaker won sympathy
from even his political enemies
when he revealed last month that
he had attempted suicide by swallowing sleeping pills. Then his exwife went on TV and accused him
of having "a full-out affair'' with a
lobbyist while still married.
Now calls are growing for Glenn
Richardson, Georgia's first GOP
speaker since Reconstruction, to
step down.
The 49-year-old once thought
to be a serious contender for governor went right back to shaking
hands at chicken-and-grits fundraisers after trying to kill himself,
but he has been silent since his
ex-wife claimed this week that he
slept with a lobbyist pushing a
$300 million pipeline bill he was
co-sponsoring.
It has been a dizzying fall for one
of Georgia's most powerful political
figures. Sheriff deputies found him

Nov. 8, slumped semiconscious on
the edge of the bathtub at his west
Georgia home after he called his
mother to say he had swallowed
pills. A suicide note and a silver
357 Magnum were on the counter
next to him. The contents of the
note have not been released.
Secretary of State Karen Handel,
a leading candidate for governor
in 2010, called Richardson's personal tunnoil "heartbreaking" but
said meetings at the state Capitol
were grinding to a halt because
he was missing in action amid the
worst state budget crunch in the
state history.
"We have very serious issues that
the Legislature needs to deal with
that require leadership and focus
and it's clear that we don't have
either right now," Handel told The
Associated Press.
She and the Georgia Christian
Coalition were among those calling yesterday for Richardson to
resign.
University of Georgia political
science professor Charles Bullock

"Heading into an election year,
I think Republicans would rather
not still be talking about the life
and loves of Glen Richardson."
Charles Bullock | Politic.)1 Science Professor

said Richardson is known for
comebacks, but the latest round
of news may have finally damaged
him beyond repair.
"Heading into an election year,
I think Republicans would rather
not still be talking about the life
and loves of Glenn Richardson,"
Bullock said.
Richardson was revered among
some conservatives for helping engineer a GOP takeover of
the Georgia House in 2004 after
decades of Democratic control.
But his short temper has often left
him feuding with the state's other
leading Republicans. In 2007, a
red-faced Richardson accused

Gov. Sonny Perdue of showing his
"backside'' after the two feuded
over tax cuts.
He has also been dogged bymessy personal and ethical problems, including a 2007 ethics
complaint by House Democrats
over the same affair ex-Wife Susan
Richardson accused him of on
TV this week. In an interview
Monday with Fox 5 Atlanta, Susan
Richardson said she had e-mails
between her ex-husband and the
lobbyist for Atlanta Gas light that
prove the affair actually happened.
The couple divorced in February
2008.
In one e-mail, according to

Fox 5, the lobbyist worried that comment yesterday.
Perdue hosted a meeting at the
she would be fired if the affair
became public. Glenn Richardson governor's mansion Wednesday
responded by saying he would night with Richardson and his two
"bring all hell down" on Atlanta top deputies, House Speaker Pro
Tern Mark Burkhalter and Majority
(ias Ligtit if that happened.
The2007 Democratic complaint Leader Jerry Keen.
There was no word yesterday
was dismissed by a legislative ethics panel for lack of evidence, and on what was said at the meeting
a defiant Richardson used a break- and a spokesman for the governor
fast speech before a room full of declined to comment
If Richardson refuses to step
(ieorgia business leaders to threaten retaliation against those he said down he could be ousted. Under
were trying bring him down with Georgia law, if 20 members of his
GOP caucus sign a petition saying
"poison."
The bad news, according to the speaker is unable to perform
Richardson, "is that I survived." his duties because of a disability,
And, he continued, "I'm looking members of the ruling party must
for those that manufactured that hold a hearing and take a vote on
the matter.
poison."
State Rep, Austin Scott, a past
The top Democrat in the 1 louse.
Minority Leader DuBose Porter, Richardson ally also seeking the
said Susan Richardson's allega- GOP nomination for governor,
tions should prompt a renewed said he will sign a petition seek
ing to remove Richardson if there
ethics probe.
Glenn Richardson has not is one.
"1 know that caucus is going to
publicly responded to the allegations, and his spokesman did not do the right thing and there will be
respond to repeated requesLs for new leadership shortfy," he said.
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India to slow carbon
emissions growth by
20-25 pet

UN warning on
cargo plane use by
smugglers

Putin talks of
possible return to
Russian presidency

Irish lawmakers open
debate on gay rights

NEW DELHI- India pledged
yesterday to significantly slow the
growth ot its carbon emissions over
the next decade, becoming the last
major emitting country to announce
a climate change policy before a U N.
summit opens next week

VIENNA - Traces of cocaine
among the remains of a cargo plane
recently discovered in West Africa
suggests that large aircraft are
increasingly being used to smuggle
drugs and even weapons to the
region, possibly benefiting terrorists, the UN s anti-crime chief said
yesterday.

MOSCOW- Wagging his pen
and gazing directly into the camera.
Prime Minister Vladimir Putin sent his
strongest signal yet yesterday that he
plans to return to Russia's presidency.
telling millions of TV viewers that he
will consider running in 2012.

DUBLIN-Ireland's lawmakers
opened debate Thursday on a bill
to grant marriage-style rights to gay
couples, a social milestone in a country
long observant of Roman Catholic
opposition to homosexuality

The plan is less aggressive than
those announced by the U.S. and
China in the last two weeks, and one
critic called it nothing more than a
reiteration of the status quo
But the pledges gave momentum
to negotiations on emission limits,
which had been snagged for months
while three of the largest emitting
countries waited for each other to
make the first move
-Arthur Max and Muneeza Naqvi
(AP)

The burned debris of a Boeing
cargo plane was discovered on Nov
2 in the Gao region of Mali, said
Antonio Maria Costa, head of the
Vienna-based UN Office on Drugs
and Crime. It is assumed to have
landed on a clandestine landing strip
and either failed to take off again or
was destroyed on purpose, he said.
adding that ample traces of cocaine"
were found on board

bill

Justice Minister Dermot Ahern said
the bill would give gay couples the
same rights as married heterosexual
couples on questions of property ownership, inheritance, medical care and
access to state benefits - and also
the same right to go to court seeking
financial support from higher-earning
partners when relationships fail

The former KGB spy. who retains
huge power despite formally stepping
down after his eight-year presidency
in 2008, turned in an electric performance during his annual marathon
call-in show - cementing his high
rating among the electorate and his
reputation as Russia's No 1 leader.
Asked if he was leaving the political
stage. Putin grinned and said: "Don't
hold your breath"

Ahern noted that the proposal would
have been unthinkable only a few years
ago in Ireland, a country that defined
homosexuality as a criminal offense
until 1993.

-David Nowak(AP)

-Veronika Oleksyn (AP)

Disguised suicide
bomber kills 22 in
Somalia

UK leader again
under fire over
condolence letter

MOGADISHU, Somalia- A male
suicide bomber dressed as a woman
attacked a graduation ceremony yesterday in a small part of the capital
still under government control, killing
22 people, including three Cabinet
ministers, doctors and medical
students.

LONDON-BritishPrime
Minister Gordon Brown was forced
to make fresh apologies to relatives
of soldiers slain in Afghanistan, after
it emerged Thursday that three
bereaved families received belated
letters of condolence from the leader
- including one that arrived two
years late.

The attack was a severe blow
to a country long battered by war
and underscored the government's
tenuous hold even on its small
area of Mogadishu African Union
peacekeeping troops protecting the
government wage near-daily battles
with Islamic militants who hold much
of central and southern Somalia and
act so brazenly in the capital that
they carry out public executions
-MohamedOlad Hassan (AP)

-Shawn Pogatchnik (AP)

The news adds to Brown's struggle in trying to persuade the British
public to support an increasingly
unpopular war in Afghanistan. Last
month, the leader became embroiled
in a public spat with the mother of
a soldier slain in Afghanistan who
said he had misspelled her name in a
condolence letter.
Simon Lewis. Brown's spokesman.
confirmed at least three letters - all
from 2007 - had been mistakenly
delayed He said other messages to
offer commiseration for troop deaths
in 2008 and this year also may have
arrived late
•David Stringer (AP)

Official: Guinea soldiers open fire on president
By Rukmini Callimachi
The Associated Press

CONAKRY.Guinea—Arenegadc
faction of Guinea's presidential
guard opened fire Thursday on
the African country's leader, a
government spokesman said,
amid nimors of deep divisions
within the army. It was not immediately clear if he was wounded.
President Moussa "Dadis"
Camara. who grabbed power in a
military-led coup 11 months ago,
had left the main military barracks
where he lives and works, and had
gone to a military camp in downtown Conakry where the shooting occurred, Communication
Minister Idrissa Cherif said.
He declined to say if the 45-yearold president had been wounded.
"The president of the republic is
still the president of the republic
and he Ls in good health.'' Cherif
said as military helicopters and
sporadic shooting could be heard
in the background.
The president was shot at by
his aide-de-camp Abubakar
"Toumba" Diakite, the commander of the presidential guard as well
as by Toumba's men, Cherif said.
He said Toumba and his men

"When you pull a gun on someone,
is it your intention to scare him?
No. Your intention is to kill him."
Idrissa Cherif | Communication Minister

had fled and the country's security forces have launched a nationwide manhunt. State TV released
a communique ccinfirming that
Toumba is being pursued.
The incident underscores
the deep rifts inside the military
clique that grabbed control of the
nation of 10 million on Africa's
western coast just 11 months ago.
Camara had initially promised
to quickly organize elections, but
then reversed course and began
hinting that he planned to run
for office, prompting a massive
protest Sept. 28.
At least 157 people were killed
and dozens of women were raped
by soldiers in broad daylight.
Many were kidnapped and driven
away in military trucks to private
villas where they were drugged
and gang raped over the course of
days, according to three survivors
as well as several human rights
groups.

The massacre led the European
Union and the African Union to
impose sanctions on Guinea,
including on top members of the
junta, who are now the subject of
a travel ban Sources inside the
military said it deeply aggravated
divisions that were already present
and has led to the clique fracturing further. Members of the junta.
includingToumba, are believed to
lead private armies that are faithful only to them.
Cherif said Camara left the main
military barracks located in a suburb of the capital, from where he
has run the country since seizing power, and headed Thursday
afternoon to Camp Koundara.
where Toumba's unit is stationed.
It was unclear what caused the
altercation, but Cherif said that
Toumba's intention was to kill the
leader.
"When you pull a gun on someone, is it your intention to scare

him? No. Your intention is to kill
him," Cherif said.
He declined to say whether the
shot grazed or wounded Camara.
or whether anyone else in his
entourage was hurt. He repeated
that he is "doing well" and that
"the situation is under control."
The shooting came a day before
a high-level U.N. mission was
due to depart Conakry. The U.N.
is leading an investigation into
the Sept. 28 massacre, including
looking at the role of top leaders
such as Camara and Toumba.
Guineans have been shocked that
not a single soldier has so far been
arrested and charged. Country
experts have argued that Camara,
who is not believed to have been at
the stadium during the massacre,
did not have the power to arrest
Toumba, as it could haw prompted him to lead a countercoup.
In a recently released report,
U,S.-based Human Rights Watch
said that Toumba was clearly
aware of the rapes being committed by men under his control and
yet did nothing to stop them. They
cite an opposition leader who
described how he was led away
by Toumba and passed women
in agony.

Pope, Russ a agree to
upgrade dip omatic ties
By D.inicl.i Pctroff

The Associated Press

Berlusconi.
After decades of hostility between the Vatican and
the Kremlin during the Cold
War, the major breakthrough
came when former Soviet leader
Mikhail Gorbachev met with
Pope John Paul II in December
1989.
But the lifting of restrictions
on religion led to new tensions
with the Orthodox church,
which accused the Vatican of
poaching for souls in traditional
Orthodox territory — a charge
the Vatican denied.
The standoff prevented John
Paul II of fulfilling his wish of
making a pilgrimage to Russia.
Vatican officials, however,
say that despite improved
atmosphere such a trip is not
on Benedict's agenda now. The
Vatican statement after yesterday's meeting did not mention

VATICAN CITY— Pope Benedict
XVI and visiting Russian
President Dmitry Medvedev
agreed yesterday lo upgrade
Vatican-Kremlin relations to full
diplomatic ties, the Vatican said.
The step forward on the diplomatic front comes at the same
time as a warming in previously tense relations between the
Russian Orthodox Church and
the Vatican.
A Vatican statement said
Benedict and Medvedev agreed
that Russia will upgrade its representation at the Vatican from a
special mission to embassy level
and that the Vatican will reciprocate in Moscow.
The two men also discussed
challenges to "security and
peace" in the world and "themes
of mutual interest such as the it.'
Benedict had met . with
value of the family and the conpredecessor,
tribution of believers to the life Medvedev's
Vladimir Putin, two years ago.
of Russia," the Vatican said.
Medvedev, on a one-day visit As a gift, Medvedev presented
to Rome, met with the German Benedict with 22 volumes of an
pope for 30 minutes, speaking encyclopedia on the Russian
through interpreters. He had Orthodox Church to complete a
earlier met with Premier Silvio set brought by Putin.
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The sun
should set
on Twilight'
By Aaron Helfferich
Pulse Reviewer

It's tough for a human to be in
love with a romantic, charming
vampire. It's even worse when
a hiinky and constantly shirtless werewolf starts to catch your
eye as well. That's the dilemma
created for the main character of the sequel to last year's
"Twilight" novel adaptation. It's
no wonder these films attract a
die hard fan base of adolescent
girls along with a massive female
demographic.
Picking up directly where the
events of "Twilight" left off, "New
See NEW MOON | Page 8
Letter Grade: D
Rated: PG-13 for some
violence and action
Runtime: 150 mm.
Starring: Kristen Stewart.
Robert Pattinson, Taylor
Lautner, and Michael Sheen
Directed by:

Chris Weitz

^^-
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ALBUM
REVIEW

Music labels often consist of many people and a lot of money; however, one student is proving all that is really needed is the will to share music and originality.
Sophomore Nic Ross, with the help of friends, runs an online record label
titled Modicum of Silence, a Web site that exclusively features works from bands
and musicians in Northwest Ohio. Ross said the idea for the label came in August
2008 when his band first formed and started recording their own music.
"It started off as a blog and it picked up steam," he said. "Then we started taking
music from friends and put it on the Web site, and it's grown from there."

■ Artist Name: Lady GaGa
■ Grade | B

"THE FAME MONSTER"
WHAT MATT LIASSE THINKS: La .1 be
known that there is something different about
Lady GaGa Did she do something with her
haii? D-d she buy a new outfit7 It's hard to put a
finger on it.

See RECORD I Page 8

Actually, the ahvays-changng Lady GaGa has a
different tale to tell, and its a bit of a darker tone.
GaGa has traded in her disco sticks, poker faces
and cfcue-toi fame for an all-new attitude on her
new reissue. "The Fame Monster." which includes
eight new tracks.

Films shine a
light on the dark
times around us

BRANDON SCHNEIDER
PULSE COLUMNIST

Recently released into a limited
amount of theaters, "The Road,"
starring Viggo Mortenson, has
been getting curious reviews this
winter. Reviewers have described
the acting as brilliant, the visuals
as stunning and the pacing as
quite tense. Yet what disturbs so
many, and probably is the cause
of its limited release, is the bleakness of it all.
The film, based on the 2006
novel "No Country for Old Men"
by Cormac McCarthy, describes
an America decimated by an
unknown catastrophic event.
The main story opts not for the

Lets show some loving for the leftovers

I'm fairly certain all my professors are in cahoots, much
like Digger Phelps' tie and
high lighter are in cahoots

See ROAD [ Page 8

to match in color on College were willing to stay buttoned
Basketball Gameday. Between after he finished his dinfinal projects, speeches, papers ner. While the fading smell
and schmoozing, I'm finding of pumpkin pie is still intermyself on my last proverbial mingling with the memory of
nerve (because as we all know, Mom's face when you showed
no one can literally be on his or her your new tattoo, you are
her last nerve).
now realizing that one of the
Needless to say, students are best culinary moments of the
about as ready to come back year is sadly over.
to school after Thanksgiving
Not only do you have to
break as Uncle Henry's pants get through one more week

STUFFED CAKES
(NO FROSTING REQUIRED)
The worst feeling in the worid is
when you open up day old stuffing and
it's all mushy from the condensation
inside of the Tupperware. My microwave seems to get a kick out of this
and only makes the situation worse
when it turns my shmushy stuffing
into warm shmushy stuffing. Instead
of nuking your leftovers, try pan-frying the stuffing. Pack it tight into little
cakes, and the end result is buttery,
crunchy-on-the-outside, soft-on-theinside awesomeness.

TONIGHT IN BG

MORNING-AFTER OMELETS
Saute' your favorite breakfast veggies
and meats in a large, buttered skillet pan
until they are fully cooked and have taken
on some color. Some of my never-fails
are green peppers, mushrooms, ham and
onions. In a bowl, whisk together eight
eggs and three cups of leftover mashed
potatoes. Once your fixins' are cooked the
way you like them, pour the egg and potato
soup over the top. Cook until right before
the egg is completely done and top with as
much cheese as you can manage. A quick
trip under the broiler melts all the cheese
and finishes the egg. Serve like you would
a pie. Eat with as much fervor, also.

TONIGHT IN TOLEDO

and exams, but also you're
now loaded up with armfuls of crusty stuffing and
mushy potatoes that your
family couldn't let you leave
home without. But before you
try to get back into those yoga
pants and reach for the Special
K and plain oatmeal, live
Thanksgiving just a little while
longer, and put those leftovers
to good use.

IT'S CHICKEN SALAD.
ONLY WITH TURKEY
Shred up cold leftover turkey with
your fingers until the pieces are bite
sized and rustic looking. Next, cut up
a fresh, juicy apple (1 like pie apples
for this) and put all the shreds and
apple pieces into a bowl. Top with
some mayo, but not so much that the
mixture becomes like pudding with
lumps. You want the mayo to bind the
turkey and apple, not dominate them.
Salt and pepper until your heart's content, addingnuts or vinegar for an extra
splash of flavor.

NEXT WEEK IN TOLEDO

Papadasio comes to Cla-Zel

Get in the classic Christmas spirit

Seabird plays Frankie's Wednesday night

Following their self-titled release, the
experimental jamband Papadasio comes
to the Cla-Zel tonight along with the band
Flow Trio. Doors open at 7 p.m. with tickets at J12/115.

The classic Christmas tale A Christmas Carol comes
to life on the Stranahan Theatre's stage tonight and
through this weekend. Tonight and tomorrow night's
performances begin at 8. Adult tickets cost $25. visit
wwwitranahantheater.com fdr ticket information.

Indie rock band Seabird, whose version of Joy to the World'
was recently featured on Grey's Anatomy, will bring their tour to
Frankie's Inner City Wednesday, December 9. Doors open for
their Toledo show at 6 p,m. with $8 tickets in advance, $10 at the
door. Seabird's sophomore release will follow on December 15.

^

If GaGas debut album 'The Fame." released
last year, was a desperate yearn for the pleasures
of fame. "The Fame Monster" is the reaction to
having that wish come true The album is still
filled with Madonnarsh catchy choruses, outlandish lyrics and crazy concepts, but the mood
has changed altogether
It all becomes evident horn the start with "Bad
Romance* Between her rah-rahs and her murmunng "I want your love in French, its evident
that GaGa rs taking her music to a more serious
tone The song follows an unhealthy, yet addictive relationship with vocals that can shatter

Set* GAGA! Page 8

GRAMMY
E
Check out the nominations in the four
General Field categories of

•Album Of The Year
•Record Of The Year
• Song Of The Year

• Best New Artist
See GRAMMY | Page 8

THEY SAID IT
"I love gay men. I always say it.
Inside me there is a gay man who
wants to come out!"
-Victoria Beckham

VISIT BGYIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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Tiger's above-par
life hits rough patch
By Doug Ferguson

conference with her attorney in
The Associated Press
I.os Angeles. But attorney Gloria
Allred canceled that appearTHOUSAND OAKS, Calif. ance Thursday morning, citing
— With a public apology, Tiger unforeseen circumstances. She
Woods disclosed his "personal earlier had planned to make a
failings" and acknowledged he statement about Uchitel's relahad "not been true to my val- tionship with Woods.
ues and the behavior my family
last week, the National
deserves."
Enquirer published a story allegHe did not mention the allega- ing the world's No. 1 golfer had
tions of an affair in Wednesday's been seeing Uchitel, and that
statement, saying he would deal they recently were together in
with "my behavior and personal Melbourne, where Woods won
failings" alone with his family.
the Australian Masters.
His appeal for privacy likely
Uchitel denied having an
won't close a shocking saga affair with Woods when coninvolving one of the biggest tacted by The Associated Press.
names in sport.
Woods has faced intense
Rachel Uchitel, a New York media scrutiny after a car accinightclubhostesswhohasdenied dent outside his home early last
having an affair with Woods, Friday morning and sordid allehad scheduled a Thursday news gations of affairs.

ROAD
From Page 7

From Page 7

GRAMMY
From Page 7

AND THE GRAMMY
COULD GO TO...
The following are the Grammy award nominations in the four general field categories
Song Of The Year:

Album Of The Year:

"I Am...Sasha Fierce"
Beyonce
Gaga
"The E.N.D." The Black
"Pretty Wings."
Eyed Peas
Maxwell
"The Fame" Lady
"Single Ladies (Put A
Ring On It)," Beyonce Gaga
"Big Whiskey And The
"Use Somebody,"
Groogrux King" Dave
Kings Of Leon
"You Belong With Me." Matthews Band
"Fearless" Taylor Swift
Taylor Swift
"Poker Face," Lady

"And while timely

The strongest is when Lady GaGa shows her
more vulnerable side in "Speechless." The song
was written for her father, who recently just
had open-heart surgery Emotional lyrics like.

glass, whjch is what shines through the most

"Could we fi« you if you broke7" and "111 never

on all 01 the tracks

talk again, oh boy. you've left me speechless"

Other tracks on the reissue have a certain (ear-

The album showcases stronger vocals than

ful sex appeal to them mdud.ng the ode to a

"The Fame" did. and the bombastic beats are

violent one-night stand, "Monster.'" the cultural

just as spectacular. Lady GaGa's goat is to

"Alejandro" and rite slightly sexy 'Teeth."

"lindyour freedom in the music, or so she says

"Telephone, a tune with a bttel and useless

in "Dance In The Dark' In this, she is giving a

cameo from Beyonce. is a great dance hall hit

voice to anyone who dares to be different and

while "So Happy I Could Die' is a hlthy track

does it in a spectacular way In it she succeeds

mats easy to sing along to

as just what pop musK has been yearning for

Record Of The Year:

Best New Artist:

"Halo" Beyonce"
"I Gotta Feeling" the
Black Eyed Peas^
"Use Somebody
Kings Of Leon
"Poker Face" Lady
Gaga
"You Belong With Me"
Taylor Swift

Zac Brown Band
Keri Hilson
MGMT
Silversun Pickups
The Ting Tings

"We dubbed our

RECORD

to the country's
condition and

bombastic visuals of "2012"
or "Day After Tomorrow," but
instead simply follows a father
uncertainty, it may
(Viggo Mortenson) attempting
to protect his son while sufbe too much for
fering against cannibalistic
hordes and starvation. Loyalty,
audiences
desperation, abandonment
and means of survival all come
to handle."
heavily into play.
This all comes across as hopelessly tragic. 1 am aware. And of Wrath" took on the Great
while timely to the country's Depression in adapting lohn
condition and uncertainty, it Steinbeck's novel. In looking to
may be too much for audiences the darkness, comfort may be
to handle. But I cannot help but found by acknowledging the
ask, why? I understand the con- woes around us.
While many may opt to
cept of film as escapism. I bet
during the Great Depression see a lighter film this holiday
nothing could have been nicer — and there is nothing wrong
than catching an uplifting with that — it instead might be
more interesting to see "The
musical.
But on the flip side of this all, Road." Yes, it may be bleak, but
one cannot help but acknowl- food for thought and a poweredge all of the powerful films fully moving experience have
that have come out of dark never hurt anybody (or at least
times. 1948's "The Bicycle Thief," 1 most definitely hope not). So,
possibly the quintessential even if you do not rush out to
Italian Neorealism film, may see it immediately after your
sting with tragedy and hope- Christmas dinner, do not avoid
lessness, but it still ranks on "The Road" simply because of
many critics' greatest films of its storyline. A culture cannot
all time lists. Roughly 10 years survive without its art, and this
previous to that, "The Grapes film seems to have a lot to say.

GAGA

WWWBGVIEWS.COM

form of licensing

From Paqe 7

films are their poor approaches
to character, awful senses of
pacing and scripts that work
From Paqe 7
toward the marketability of the
Moon" finds Bella Swan in a film rather than the stories.
"New Moon" immediately
continual struggle to strike a
comfortable balance between gets off on the wrong foot by
her human life and her new continuing to portray Bella as
relationship with the mysteri- an uninteresting and extremeous vampire named Edward ly dislikable main character.
Cullen. However, when Edward When all she seems capable of
leaves Bella in hopes that it will doing is sulking, pouting and
keep her out of harm's way. Bella watching passively as two men
tries to mend her broken heart fight for her attention, it's nearby befriending a classmate ly impossible to find anything
remotely alluring about Bella.
named lacob (Taylor I autnei
who is dealing with his own To make matters worse, the litissues of secretly becoming a tle chemistry that used to exist
between Bella and Edward is
werewolf.
The Twilight Saga has a now replaced by a dead-end
female specific audience relationship with a character
which surely came in handy who is typically characterized
when producing a series of by his shirtless torso.
Outside of sheer laughter,
films. Much like Michael Bay's
recent male centric approach the onslaught of shirtless men
to "Transformers," the Twilight and tragic romanticism isn't as
franchisebcndsoverbackwards bothersome as you might think.
to pander to its predominantly They can't even be considered
female audience. Opposite the whendiscussingthedownfallof
explosions and inexcusable this film. Instead, "New Moon,"
objectifications of women in like its predecessor, remains a
"Transformers," "New Moon" horribly acted, poorly scripted
extends from its predecessor and endlessly depressing story
to feature an endless amount that would better suit the paper
of romantic innuendos and thin stories found on daytime
shirtless male torsos. The unit- soap operas.
ing factors between these two

NEW MOON

Ross said all of the music on the
Web site is free to those that want
to download and share it, as long
as credit is given to the creators of
the music..
"We dubbed our form of licensing 'copyleft' instead of copyright," he said. "We find the current state of the music industry
is centered around money more
than creativity. So, the focus and
the basis of our label is creativity,
expressing yourself and pushing
the limit."
Charging others money for
music is an idea that goes against
his ethics, Ross said.
"It really doesn't cost me anything to host the Web site, so I
have nothing to lose. So those
who want to download the music
off our site have nothing to lose,"
he said.
Rebekah Burchfield is a graduate student who plays in a band
named the Wards of the Mayor.
Burchfield and her band have
songs available on Ross's Web
site.
"Our band played at the same
show as Nic's a while back and
we all kind of hit it off," she said.
"Then Nic offered to put some of
our songs on his Web site, and we
gladly did."
Burchfield said Ross's label
allows her band to share their
work with like minded musicians.
"Local music scenes are very
fragmented and nothing is really concentrated," she said. "Nic
makes it easier for bands to get
the word out and that's important to creating a more cohesive
music scene in Northwest Ohio."
Thesongsavailablefrom Wards
of the Mayor were recorded by the

Is your car ready
..for winter?

'copyleft' instead of
copyright."
Nic ROSS | Modicum of Silence
band members themselves, and
the next step is to have some professionally recorded, Burchfield
said. If and when that happens,
Burchfield said they would collaborate with Ross.
"We would be happy to have
him host our future work on the
Web site," she said.
Chad 1'oltz, of Montclova, Ohio,
has played with Ross in a number
of shows and often goes to him
for advice when working on new
pieces.
Til bring songs to Nicand sometimes he'll add in some things
that are missing, like a drum
pattern," he said. "Sometimes I
trust his input more than I do
my own."
I'oltz also has songs on Ross's
online label, and it has sped up
the process of him becoming a
musician.
"Without the Web site, I definitely would just be sitting in my
room with a borrowed guitar," he
said." It has connected me to a lot
ofpeoplewhoarelikeme, people
whoarenottryingtodoanything
more than make music."
The web address to Ross's
label is: http./Vwww.modicum.
us/. Ross said there are over 60
recordings comprised of albums,
demos and live audio recordings
from various artists available.
"If people want to get their
music out, they should feel free
to contact us," Ross said. "People
can have a voice that the whole
world can hear."

BOWLING GREEN
COLLISION CENTER
EXPERT REPAIR & REFINISHING

%

Now is the time to
Winterise
Your Ride

Ins. Claims Welcome • Auto Glass
Free Estimates • Paint Work
Body Work • Minor Touch Ups
Major Collision • Frame Straightening
1011 S. Main, BG
419-353-6420
T.F. 866-295-7012

-fe,

FREE Towing to our Shop

IS YOUR IMPORT
FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE
BG's largest and
most complete
import facility.

12953 Kramer Rd.
off of S. Main
-BG-
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SIDELINES

Clawson
makes good
on promise
to program
with help of
players

FOOTBALL
Barnes up for
another award
Senior receiver Freddie

ANDREW
HJUMER

Barnes was named a finalist

SPORTS EDITOR

for the Underdog Award,
which is given to the best
mid-major player by
www.national-champs.net.
Other players nominated for
the award are Kellen Moore
from Boise State. Case
Keenum from Houston and
Ryan Mathews from Fresno
State. The winner will be
announced on Dec. 9.

ONLINE
Become a BG News
Sports fan on
Facebook

CHRISTtNAMCGlHNIS
LEADING THE CHARGE: Coach Dave Clawson and quarterback Tyler Sheehan (15) may be leading the team onto the held at the Humanitarian Bowl in Boise

The BG News sports section
has a Facebook fan page.
Log on to your Facebook and
search for "BG News Sports"
to become a fan and receive
instant BG sports news.
www.facebook.com

Humanitarians?
Humanitarian Bowl may be Falcons' bowl destination

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for continued news and updates on
your favorite Falcon teams.
www.bgnewssports.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Twitter
The BG News sports section
has a Twitter feed. Be sure
to log on while your favorite

The
Mid-American Bowl, the EagleBank Bowl or
Conference has three auto- the Humanitarian Bowl.
It seems the most likely
matic bowl tie-ins, includIt's all but certain BG will be ing the Little Caesars Bowl, destination for BG will be the
playing a bowl game this sea- the GMAC Bowl and the Humanitarian Bowl, which is
son, but which howl that is, is International Bowl. Due to the played in Boise, Idaho, against
to be determined by the end of Atlantic Coast Conference not a Western Athletic Conference
having enough bowl eligible opponent, most likely the
this weekend.
"1 don't think there's any teams, the EagleBank Bowl University of Idaho.
"We have no control of
chance |we don't get a bowl]." will also choose a MAC team
whet her Boise invites us or not,"
said BG coach Dave Clawson. this season.
With the automatic berths Clawson said. "If that happens
"With how many at-large teams
there are and how many at- most likely going to Central we are very, very excited about
largc, seven-win teams there Michigan and Ohio, Clawson it. But no formal invitation has
are. I don't think we can get feels BCi's destination comes been extended yet."
According to Humanitarian
down to the International
shutout."
By Scan Shapiro
Assistant Sports Editor

Bowl Executive Director
Kevin McDonald, a BG-ldaho
matchup is a "strong possibility," as stated in Monday's edition of the Idaho Statesman.
Alvarado Suspended

Redshirt sophomore defensive lineman Kevin Alvarado
has been suspended from
competition until the proceedings in an assault case come to
a close.
See NOTES | Page 10

team is playing. We may have
in-game updates,
www.twrtter.com/bgnewsspofts

Falcons get their revenge, beat Savannah State

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History

By Scan Shapiro

.

1997—Latrell Spreweil
suspended one year for
attacking his coach.
1977—Cincinnati wins the
NFLs 5.000th game.

The List
The Falcons played well last
night against Savannah
State. Here are the top five
performers from the game:

1. Joe Jakubowski:
The junior guard scored 14
points in 34 minutes of play

Assistant Sports Editor

loe Jakubowski scored 10 of his
14 points in the second half as BG
held off Savannah State to win
59-51.
With the win BG (3-3) continued a two game winning streak MORE BASKETBALL: oet run; cowMtje
and improved to 3-1 at Anderson ol last night's mens basketball win against
Arena this season.
Savannah State on Page 10
leading by one point with 2:29
remaining, jakubowski made a said he was going to look for me
running lay-up from the left side since he was getting doubled,"
to give BG a 52-49 lead. Following lakubowski said. "We got it down
a missed 3-pointer by Savannah to Otis, he pounded inside, he
State, lakubowski drained a three found me and I just reacted."
Following jakubowski's 3to give BG a six-point lead one
pointer, BG held Savannah State
possession later.
Senior center Otis Polk had the
See HOOPS | Page 11
assist on both baskets.
"Before any of those shots, Otis

RYANP1R06 l-SBGNEWS
TEAM LEADER: Junior guard Joe Jakubowski drives to the irjop last night against Savannah
State Jakubowski led the team with 14 points.

last night. He also stole the
ball three times.
2. Otis Polk: The senior
big man almost earned a
double-double with 10 points

BG hockey team back home
to face Lake Superior State

and eight rebounds against
Savannah State. Polk also had
three steals in the game.

I. Erik Marschall:
Another senior big man,
Marschall scored 10 points
and grabbed six rebounds off
the bench last night.

4. Scott Thomas: The
sophomore forward led the
team with nine rebounds and
also added eight points.

5. Marc Larson: The
team's third senior big man
had seven points and five
rebounds in the win. He also
added a steal.

which is visiting the BGSU Ice
Arena this weekend for a twoReporter
game series.
Today, the Falcons (2-10-2,
The BG hockey team is beginning to see their hard work pay 2-6-2-2 CCHA) will suit up for
their 1,000th CCHA contest as
off.
Since starting the season 0-7-1, they host the Lakers (6-7-3, 3-6the Falcons have split series with 1 CCHA) beginning at 7:05 p.m.
ranked conference opponents The two will be back in action
Alaska and Michigan, while giv- tomorrow to conclude the series
ing No. 14 Notre Dame all they at 5:05 p.m.
BG has a 41-21-4 all-time
could handle last week in an
overtime loss and shootout win. home record against LSSU. splitIn their first eight games, BG ting the series at home last seatotaled just two points in the con- son. This will be the first time
ference standings. In their last in three weeks the Falcons have
nine games, however, the Falcons played an unranked opponent,
and even though they have
have accumulated eight points.
BG now finds themselves with garnered points the past three
10 points and tied for ninth in
See HOCKEY | Page 10
the Central Collegiate Hockey
Association with lake Superior,
By Paul Barney

women travel to No. 16 Vanderbilt
By Andrew Harncr
Sports Editor

Coach Curt Miller and the
women's basketball team, may
have beat Vanderbilt the last
time the two teams met, but
two seasons can make quite the
difference.
The Falcons held on to beat
the Commodores 59-56 during
their 2007 Sweet Sixteen run
into the NCAA Tournament, but
this year's team's starting lineup
ANDREA FEHl "HE BG NEWS
is not filled with seniors like in
OUT: Without center Tara Breske. the
2007.
Combine that with injuries Falcons' production in the paint is weakened.
and illness that is plaguing the
team, and BG (4-2) will prob- are not expected to play.
Even with Breske out, the
ably have a tough time at No. 16
team tried to go inside more
Vanderbilt (7-0) tonight.
Senior center Tara Breske during their last game against
is out with a knee injury and St. Francis, which resulted in 26
sophomore Maribeth Giese and
SeeVANDY|Pagell
freshman lessie Tameriano have
been diagnosed with mono and

First-year football coach Dave
Clawson made a bold statement the day he was hired by
the University.
Without hesitation and with
a confidence you could trust,
Clawson said he would win
with the Falcons; not next
year or the year after, but this i
season.
"You don't want to promise
more than you can deliver on,
but certainly our expectations
here - with the players we
have in the program and the
success that they've had here
in recent years - is that this
is not a program that needs
to be gutted and started from
scratch," Clawson said on Dec.
12. "We need players to buy in
to what we're going to do, and
our goal is win right away."
Yesterday, Clawson revealed
that he made an even more
powerful statement behind
closed doors when he introduced himself to the team.
"Our guys really wanted to
win." he said during yesterday's press conference. "The
first time I met the team, I said
to them, 'The only way this is
going to work and we're going
to have early success is I'm
going to treat you guys as if 1
recruited you. I'm adopting
you. You're my recruits, and
you're my players. You have
to treat me and our coaching
staff like you came here to
play for us.'
"And I don't want to hear
that this is what you were told
or this is the way you did in
the past because none of that
stuff is going to help us. It's
going to hurt us.'"
Now a year and seven wins
later and on the heels of earning a bowl bid, Clawson has
come full circle, showing the
athletic department, students
and outside fans that he is a
man of his word and the type
of coach anyone would want
leading their program.
Never once has it been
about him this season. And
I feel confident being able to
say it never will be about him.
Maybe when he retires from
the long, successful career
he is bound to have, it will
be about him for at least a
moment.
But even then, I can see him
saying something along these
lines at his final press conference. "I've been privileged
to meet so many outstanding young men in my years
of coaching. The coaching
awards and championships
have been nice for me. but it's
the lasting relationships that
I've helped players build that
are really the pinnacle of my
career."
Asked what grade he would
give himself for thisseason, he
refused to give himself a mark,
instead choosing to give credit
to his assistant coaches.
And in typical Clawson fashion, he rained down praise on
his players because he knows
that without them, he is just a
want-to-be coach holding an
empty clipboard.
"I really appreciate our
seniors," he said. "I've been
involved in other transitions
that your senior class, instead
of jumping in and buying in,
kind of fight you, 'That's not
the way we do things and
we're not used to that.' We
had 20 seniors. Did all of them
jump in all the way? No. But
most of them did."
Even when the team was
1-4 and on a four-game losing streak, there was never a
See COLUMN | Page 10
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THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK
There's just two more weeks
to go in The BG News pick
em and things are really
tight Alter a fairly successlul week liom everybody
last week, the standings
have tightened up a bit (or
the final stretch And with

ANDREW HARNER

conference title games.

Sports Editor

anything can happen.

Ohio
vs. Central Michigan

MAC. However. Ball State was in
the same position last year and
lost. But not this year.

CMU-13

CMU 51. Ohio 17

No. 15 Pittsburgh
vs. No. 5 Cincinnati
Pitt-1

No. 23 West Virginia

vs. Rutgers
Rutgers 1.5

No. 22 Nebraska

title
Pitt 34. Cincy 28

Rutgers is at home and West
Virginia is too streaky for me

Rutgers 27. WV18

Texas is my No 1 team, so I natu
rally have to pick them

vs. No. 3 Texas
Texas -14

East Carolina
vs. No. 21 Houston

TAYLOR RICHTER

BECKY TENER

Assistant Sports Editor

Design Editor

Campus Editor

This game should set the precedent for the Big East to have a
title game every season as should
the Big Ten and the Pac-HL
Cincy27. Pitt17

The Panthers will ruin Cincy's
hope for a chance at the national

Texas 48. Nebraska 20
Houston just put up 73 points.
They won't repeat that performance, but they win on the road.

6 2

SEAN SHAPIRO

In 2006 Dan LeFevour lead CMU
to 31-10 win over Ohio in this
game Four years later, he does
it agam
CMU 31. Ohio 10

CMU is dearly the class of the

4

6

9

I wonder why people don't get

Dan LeFevour is the best quarter-

as pumped about this Ohio vs.
Michigan game as much as the

back I've seen in real life. Heisman.

5
9
8 6 7

8

1

9

9
4

please?
CMU 13. Ohio 11

CMU 27, Ohio 24
I don't think its fair that Cincinnati
gets two animals in one mascot

love Cincinnati and that's all
I have to say. so yay. Andrew
Harner'

Pitt 29. Cincy 13

Cincy 28, Pitt 8

4
5

1
4 6
7
8

other one?

1
3
7

2
6

My head tells me West Virginia,
but my heart says Rutgers. Last
week. I went undefeated trusting
the latter.
Rutgers 17. WV 13

Heath Ledger was a knight and
look what happened to him.

This game has the title of Big 12
Championship, but that game was
already played this season when
Texas beat up on Oklahoma State
Texas 45. Nebraska 0

Colt McCoy is as much a Texas-

In Texas. I spent a great deal of

born quarterback's name as Dick

time looking for Colt McCoy I

Hardwood is a car salemans

never found hint but I think hell

the digits 1 to 9.There is no

name.

show up against the Huskers.

guessing or math involved.

Texas 45. Nebraska 24

Texas 15. Nebraska 10

Just use logic to solve

This is going to be a great game.
Houston may have the firepower
but ECU is very lough at home.

ECU's upset of Houston would be My sister really likes Whitney

Rutgers reminds me of Shapiro
and now close he and Taylor are
now that I've picked so poorly.

SUDOKU

WV 24. Rutgers 17

Rutgers 14. WV 5

nowhere near as exciting as the

Houston and shes making a

recently-fired Charlie Weis win-

comeback

8

To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains

t ► 9
S 6 I
8 L E
9 E 8
► I S
6 Z L
I 9 I
IS 6
El)

£ Z 8 6 S L
9 8 E
S 6 9 fr Z I
t Si I L I
L E Z 8 6 9
9 8 I E > S
6 L » S £ 8
8 I E Z 9 ►
Z 9 S 116

ning The Biggest Loser.
Houston -2.5

No. 1 Florida
vs. No. 2 Alabama

Florida -55
Overall record

Houston 49. ECU 24

ECU 31. Houston 28

ECU 31. Houston 21

Houston 7. ECU 2

I told myself all season that I

In Tim Tebow's final game in the

Florida, like their resident Tiger

Yay. Tim Tebow! But I m picking

would pick Alabama in this game

Eastern time zone, he delivers

Woods, will look for a victory (the

the underdog I hope Tim isnt

But given recent events. I am

during a game where the defense road) but will instead find a loss

going to have to go the dark side

is the mam attraction

(fire hydrant)

Florida 31. Alabama 21

Florida 17. Alabama 14

Alabama 27. Florida 24

Alabama 14, Florida 8

49-29

45-33

43-35

47-31

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.

offended.

Notes: Falcons set for month-long road trip NOTES
From Page 9

6

By S«n Shapiro
AssistantSports Editor

The next time BG's plays at
Anderson Arena won't be until
next year, when they host St.
Louis on Ian. 2.
That extended road trip
made yesterday's 59-51 win
over Savannah State even more
important.
"I don't know what our coaches were thinking, but we've got a
kHiE road trip," said junior guard
loe jakubowski. it's good to get
a couple wins on our belt going
into this long road trip.''
While his players might not
understand what his thought
process was, BCi coach Louis
Orr is hoping the road trip will
help build his team for later in
the season.
"My thing is this, when you
get to the point where you look
at the court the same as you
do at home, 94-feet, 10-foot
hoops, you take the challenge of
being on the road and let it be a
motivation,'' Orr said. The road
doesn't have to be uncomfortable place. I believe it is a part of
t he process, and we have a great
opportunity."
During that stretch. BCi
will make trips to Fordham,
Canisius, Detroit, Temple and
Towson for one of the longest
road trips since the turn of the

COLUMN
From
"What if Gregg Brandon was
still here?" question among
players, who instead chose to
rally together and put themselves in a winning position.
The climax came on Nov.
26 when Clawson allowed the

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

THE HO NEWS

UP AND AWAY: Senior forward Erik Marschall goes for a layup during last night's win
against Savannah State Marschall was one of three BG players to score in double figures

century. The last time BO had
nearly a month long road trip
was 1982-83 when they were
on the road from Dec. 14 to
Ian.12.

Sweet Revenge
The last time BO played
Savannah State they led big
at halftime, only to see and 21point lead disappear into a 5754 loss.
BO's upperclassmen didn't let
that happen again as Otis Polk,
Erik Marschall and Jakubowski

seniors to conduct the "tonesetter" meeting he has with
the team before every game. A
conceited and greedy Clawson
could have entered that meeting and told his team to go out
and win so he could make good
on the promise he had made
almost a year earlier, but he
chose to let the seniors talk.
At 6-6 and set to face Toledo,

Arnold
Louis
Is one of Savannah
State's biggest
players

Falcons' in the frontcourt.
At 6-foot-7,210 pounds, Arnold
Louis was the biggest Savannah
State player in the game last
night. By comparison, Louis is
at least one inch shorter and 30
pounds lighter then BG's three
key post players, Marc Larson,
Otis Polk and Marschall.
That size advantage allowed
BG to score 36 points in the
paint and grab 37 rebounds,
including 14 on the offensive
end.

Fordham fires coach

For the second consecutive
game BO played against a lineup that was smaller than the

When BO travels to Fordham
tomorrow evening, it will be
the first game for interim coach
Jarred Orasso.
Grasso took over the team on
an interim basis after the school
fired Dereck Whittenburg following a 1-4 start.
Whittenburg was in his seventh season at Fordham, having
compiled a record of 69-112.
Fordham says they plan
to identify coaching candidates immediately, including
Grasso.

the seniors could have said a
lot of different things about
winning, but their choice was
more powerful and the one
that Clawson was most proud
of all.
"We had so many guys that
their motivation for winning
the game wasn't just to beat
Toledo, wasn't their last game
at the Dovt. wasn't to win seven

games," Clawson said. "A lot of
them said 'Guys we need to win
this game because if we win
this game we get to stay a team
for another month.'"
While we know BG's ultimate fate until Sunday, there's
no good reason to think the
Falcons won't be invited to a
bowl game, putting a bow on
this special season.

combined for 20 of BO's 31 second half points to preserve the
victory.
ii'he coaches] harped on it a
lot,'' Jakubowski said. "I think
we were up by 21 at the half and
they came back to beat us. That
left a sour taste in our mouth.
We wanted to kind of get back
at them."

Claiming the paint

New Customers Only

Bowling Green

3 FOR 3

h\\ Visit in our Mega level,
Ultra level and our Super level

Alvarado
was
arrested
and charged with assault on
Monday, in relation to an event
that took place in the evening
on Nov. 14.
"Based on the information
we had, we believed this was
going to be an internal student
discipline issue. Kevin was disciplined within our program
and since the charges were filed
on Monday, clearly the scope
and seriousness of the case
has changed," Clawson said.
"Because of this, Kevin has been
suspended from competition,
pending the outcome of the
case."
Alvarado had started all 12
games for BG this season, recording 28 tackles.

Snubbed
When the MAC announced
theirpostseasonawardsTuesday
afternoon, Clawson was surprised to see only four Falcons
get honored.
"It's a little disappointing." he
said. "We were 6-2 in the conference and the only games we
lost to are the two teams playing
in Detroit for the championship,
and yet we only had four players."
Among the larger snubs,
Clawson felt Sheehan should
have been the second team
quarterback, while safety lerett
Sanderson should have been on
the list as well.
Sanderson had 77 tackles and

HOCKEY
From Page 9
weeks, they're still in search of a
six-point weekend.
"We need to continue to keep
getting victories and points
every weekend," said first-year
coach Dennis Williams. "Our
goal every weekend is six
points."
Unlike last year's scoring system — two points for a regulation, overtime or shootout win,
one point for a shootout loss
and no points for a regulation
or overtime loss — the system
adopted by the CCHA this season awards teams three points
for any regulation or overtime

(Regularly $31)
Restrictions Apply. Photo ID required.
Expires 11/30/2009

Unlimited
Tanning

382-5055

475-9855
841-5055

Perrysburq/Rossford

874-6455

Jerett Sanderson should have been an AllMAC selection this season

also forced three turnovers this
season; two fumbles and an
interception.

Hofstra drops program
Football Championship Series
(formerly Division 1-AA) Hofstra
announced yesterday they are
dropping their football program.
Hofstra is the second team
this year to cut their program, as
Northeastern decided to close
their football operations in late
November.
Clawson, who was a head
coach for nine seasons at the
FCS level, is good friends with
Hofstra coach David Cohen,
knowing him because both
coached at Albany and Cohen
later served as defensive coordinator for Clawson at Fordham.

win, two points for a shootout
victory, one point for any shootout loss and no points for either a
loss in regulation or overtime.
To complete a six-point weekend will require the Falcons to
continue playing a full game and
then some, as the team saw last
week in South Bend.
The Falcons played a combined 130 minutes plus the
shootout last weekend, proving
they're a team that refuses to
quit.
"Our guys refuse to pack it
in, they keep going and going,"
Williams said. "Our biggest
thing we've talked about is just
believe in what we're doing, but
believe in yourself and your
teammates."

It is a "Season of Caring!

cashier code: 33
coupon code: BGN33_

843-2055
EE3H3E2S
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866-8655

ENOCH WU I THE BG NEWS
SNUBBED: Coach Dave Clawson said that
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Christmas & the Holidays
We've filled THE FLOWER BASKET with a
wonderful selection of condles, fresh & silk
arrangement plants, wreaths & very special gifts,
...all gentle on your budget.
165S. Moin
Downtown BG

419.352.6395
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Ohio, CMU to battle for MAC title
By Larry Lag*
The Associated Press
DETROIT (AP) — Frank Solich
has revived his career, giving
Ohio a legitimate football team.
Central Michigan coach Butch
lones is just getting started, winning so many games in three
years that his boss is afraid of
losing him.
Solich and his Ohio Bobcats (93,7-1 Mid-American Conference)
will face the jones-led Central
Michigan Chippewas (10-2. 8-0)
tonight in the Mid-American
Conference
championship
game.
Solich was fired by Nebraska
after going 9-3 in 2003 and 58-19
overall in six seasons at his alma
mater. Ohio hired him two years
later and he has given the school
a chance to win its first MAC title
since 1968.
"I'm very proud of what our
team has been able to accomplish," Solich said. "We've gotten
better as the season has gone on,
and we're playing our best football right now."
The Bobcats won their last
four games to clinch the MAC's
East Division, getting stronger
toward the end of the season
with a physical brand of football
that Solich says stemmed from
successful signings.
"You recruit it," said Solich,
who also recruited some of the
top running backs at Nebraska.
"That's not really something you
can teach at that level. Plavers

HOOPS
From Page 9
to two points during the final
1:53 and had four free throws
between Scott Thomas and Polk
to put the game out of reach.
Polk's final free throw with
three seconds remaining completed an 11-2 Falcon run in the
final 3:37 to close out the contest.
"Thiswasakindofagut check
game for us. How we finished
the game was in a step in the
right direction." said BG coach
I-ouis Orr. "Our veteran guys,
they stepped up and they closed
the game out."
Unlike last season, when
Savannah State dominated the
second half in 57-54 win at home.
BG outscored the Tigers 31-25 in
the second half and played solid
defense down the stretch.

VANDY
From Page 9
turnovers. The Commodore
coaches will probably try to get
the Falcons to play that style, as
Vandy has forced 167 turnovers
this season.

9
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His Bobcats beat
the Falcons 44-37
this season

1 3V ^fc d.*J J
k
1

Butch
Jones
His Chippewas
beat the Falcons
24-10 this season

either have that innate capabil- created a foundation that has
ity or they don't. You can give built a championship culture
them technique, but they have that pushes all of us to be winto be physical before you get ners on and off the field."
them."
Regardless of the outcome
Senior receiver Taylor Price of tonight's game at Ford Held,
said it was an easy decision to Central Michigan athletic direcbecome a Bobcat when he was tor David Ileeke won't be surrecruited by Solich.
prised if he gets a phone call
"I knew I'd be getting coached
from another school asking for
by one of the best in the coun- permission to interview lones.
try." Price said. "This was a coach
He was a candidate to replace
who had been in big games, with
Rodriguez at West Virginia
big-time programs and great two years ago after winning a
players."
MAC title — Central Michigan
lones was assisting Rich responded by giving him a twoRodriguez at West Virginia year extension — and there
when Central Michigan made might be openings this offseahim a head coach for the first son that lones would consider.
time after Brian Kelly left to lead
"We have put together anothCincinnati.
er, five-year contract for Butch
It has turned out to be a fan- that would increase his salary
tastic hire.
and give him an opportunity to
lones is 21-3 against the MAC earn more bonuses," Heeke said.
and 26-13 overall, winning a "It's our hope that will help him
game at Michigan State this choose to stay here. The reality is,
season.
I might start getting calls about
I le is the only coach in school
him after the game. I take it as a
history to coach in consecutive compliment when people want
bowl games and he'll extend the to talk to your coach.
feat to three straight this year.
"It'sbeen well documented that
"Our players have had a target if you can have success in this
on their lack since I got here and
league—as Butch has—you're a
they've responded very well in good football coach because you
every way," lones said. "We've have to do a lot with a little."

"The amount of key stops
we made at the end of the
game, that's what created
separation and then we made
the big baskets," Orr said.
One of the biggest stops came
with 3:02 remaining as Thomas
blocked a 3-point shot by the
game's leading scorer, Tracy
Ran kins, one possession before
lakubowski's lay-up. The Falcon
defense recorded another big
block with 0:56 remaining as
Erik Marschall blocked Rankins
again.
Despite getting blocked twice
at the end of the game, Rankins
was one of the main reasons
Savannah State remained competitive. The senior guard had
a game-high 24 points, including 15 points from beyond the
3-point arc.
It seemed BG would take control of the game early as they took

a 14-4 lead, as Savannah State
shot a dismal l-of-7 to start the
contest.
However, from that point on,
Savannah State, lead by Rankins,
ended the half on a 22-14 run to
enter halftime trailing 28-26.
One reason the Tigers were
able to hang with BG in the first
half was there improved 3-point
shooting. They had entered the
contest with a dismal 3-point
field goal percentage of 24 percent but hit on 5-of-7 attempts in
the first half.
Perhaps if that 3-point effort
continued in the second half,
it might have been a different
outcome, considering Savannah
State shot 2-of-12 from beyond
the arc in the second half.
Following the win, BG will
begin a month-long road trip
tomorrow night when they head
to Fordham.

But more important than
scoring tonight may be BG's
defensive play, as three
Vanderbilt starters and two of
their primary bench players are
shooting better than 50 percent
from the field.
The Falcon defense has held
opponents to a 40.4 shooting

percentage this season.
Both teams will be on
quick turnarounds, as the
Falcons played on Tuesday
and the Commodores played
Wednesday.
This game also marks the
beginning of a five-game road
trip for the Falcons.

Tis the Season for a Sweet Holiday
Try any of our festive Holiday Dream Cakes $£
or Cupcakes Today!
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Receive
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20% OFF

!

i with your BGSU ID! |
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i

■Gift Cards Available3155 Ltvis Commons • Perrysburg, Ohio 43551 • maggtarnoos.com • 419-873-9866

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS
SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
• EXTRA AMENITIES •

Taking 2010-2011 Applications Now!

"Home away from Home"
1 Bedroom Apt Available - January
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
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Rain, winds, record
heat hit Northeast
during the same day
By David Sharp
The Associated Press

PORTLAND. Maine - A storm
packing blustery winds and driving
rain knocked out power to thousands of homes and businesses in
the Northeast on Thursday before
giving way to sunny skies and
record high temperatures — all in
the same morning.
Utility officials reported sporadic power outages from Maine
to New Jersey after wind knocked
down trees and power lines early
Thursday. Winds reached up to 49
niph in Brunswick. Maine, while
the Isle of Shoals off the coast of
New Hampshire recorded a 61
mph gust. In New Jersey, wind
speeds topped out at 45 mph.
But the rain and wind that battered the region early Thursday
gave way to sunny skies and
unseasonably high temperatures
by mid-morning.
in Boston, the temperature hit
69 degrees, breaking the old record
of 65 set in 1932. In Portland, the

Your Events

all of Bowling Green know about
your upcoming events for free!

Compatable with Fxebook. Twiner. iCa7.
Google Calender, and many more! New
features are easy and fun to use.

eventful
□ SO In

visit us online and post your event 9
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ACROSS
Classified Ads
419-372-6977

1 lie BG Newi will not knowingly acccol
advrnliement* that dUcrimlnatf. ot
I'nrmirage discrimination ngainit any Individual or group on (he basis of race, sex.
color, creed, religion, national origin. MIH-I
orientation disability Maim as a veirran.
tit on ihe basis of any other legally prolec led Matuv

Services Offered
Need space? Lock It Up Storage
has 50°o first month.
655 Poe Road. North Baltimore.
419-257-2851

ODDIHEWS
Bubble gum bandits
walk, talk and steal

Man hides in WalMart, takes cash

STERLING HEIGHTS. Mich
(AP) - Police said a pack of
bubble gum bandits is walking into
suburban Detroit gas stations and
chewing through the candy aisle.
Police said the latest heist happened Nov. 21. when two suspects
chatted up the clerk of a Speedway
gas station in Sterling Heights,
while a third suspect filched J318
worth of gum.

FAIRFIELD.AIa(AP)-Farfield
police said a Mississippi man took
holiday shopping to another level
by hiding in a Wal-Mart and trying
to leave with cash Police said the
man hid inside the Wal-Mart on
Nov 25 after it closed at 11 p.m. and
took 154,000 in cash and checks A
guard subdued the man when he
tried to leave through locked doors.
Police said money bags started
falling from his clothes as he shook
the doors.

The Detroit Free Press said
police m Warren and Madison
Heights also reported similar thefts
at gas stations
No injuries have been reported
in any of the incidents.

Officers found money strapped
to the mans chest, in his backpack
and in his pants They confiscated a
key used to enter the cash room but
haven t said if he had an accomplice.
Chief Pat Mardis said the man
could have escaped if he'd waited
20 more minutes for employees
to unlock the doors, but he got
nervous.
The 35-year-old was in the
Jefferson County Jail Wednesday
on robbery and burglary charges
with a $60,000 bond.

QyASI.AUA BISTRO
A True tlur»peun Dinning Experience

Help Wanted

Direct Care Openings! Wood Lane
Residential Services, Inc. is looking
for positive, patient people to provide
care to individuals with developmental disabilities. Will provide personal
care & help w/ daily living skills.
Flexible schedules - full time, part
time, & sub positions available
$9 -S13 18/hr based on exp.
Positions require High School
Diploma or GED and valid dnvers
license, acceptable driving record
& pre-employment background
screening. Obtain application from
WLRS, 545 Pearl St. Bowling Green,
Monday-Friday. 8 00am-4:00pm
or download application at
www.yyQociiangregidentlfll.org.
EO.E.
Evening sitter needed for 3 yr old
in Perrysburg home.
Call 517-402-4145 lor more into
GIRLS LACROSSE COACHES
Perrysburg HS needs experienced
players to help coach 2010 season
Several paid openings.
Contact: iacketlacrosse@gmail.com
GIRLS TRACK HURDLE COACH
Lake HS needs experienced hurdler
to help coach 2010 season, paid.
Contact lak aca dkOnwoca org
Looking tor dependable & energetic
PT childcare in my home lor 3 & 6
year olds Must have car! Please
contact: mjbeckeM @rr com
Looking for student entrepreneur to
launch new energy drink. Call
614-888-7502 for interview or e-mail
gwalls@gspgroup com

VILLAGE

APARTMENTS

* Minutes from BGSU *
* Pet friendly community *
* Gas included »

Present this ad to quality lor discount
No other discounts or oilers apply
419.373 6050 I 182 S Main St.
naslada@hotmail.com
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"Now signing 10-11 s.y leases.
930 E Wooster avail Again 6 bedrm
Cartyrentals com/ 353-0325, 9a-9p

3 BR, 1 1/2 bath townhouse. 3 miles
from campus, newly remodeled,
S725/mo ♦ util Call 419-708-9981

Female subleaser needed. S300/mo,
325 N. Summt St, close to campus.
Call 330-421-7755 for more info

1 BR apt now avail, ideal for grad
students or mature undergrads,
close to campus. Call 419-352-5414

233 W Merry: 4 BR house, close to
city park, pets permitted, off-street
parking, zoned for 5 unrelated
people. S795/mo, avail nowl

Houses & Apartments
www.BGApartments.com
419-352-8917

2 subleasers needed ASAP for
Jan-Aug @ Enclave I, S259/mo + util
for 2 indiv leases, call 419-566-7276
311 Ridge - 3 BR house.
avail. 8/15/10, nice, good location
$1200/mo Call 419-352-5882.

Avail now 182 apts. Ell low as S275.
see Cartyrentals com
419-353-0325 9am-pm
Retired teacher will share private
home in BG. 4 BR. 2 firepl, all appl,
$350/mo + all util. call 419-352-5523

3 BR apts. recently updated!
619 High St. BG. Available May.
Call 419-308-3525.
3 BR house for rent w/ 2 car garage.
W/D S A/C 1yr. lease starling 8/10
S1200/mo . util, 949 Scott Hamilton
Call 419-654-9512

1 -3BR house, avail 8/15/10.
1 -3BR apt + util, avail 8/15/10,
1 -3BR house + util. avail 5/15/10,
1 -1BR eflic ♦ elec. avail 5/15/10.
1 room effic + elec, avail 7/15/10.
1- 2BR apt -t-util. avail 8/15/10
Call 419-601-3225 or 352-4773

Look for more listings on the
BG News website housing directory
www.bgviews.com
Highland Management
1 & 2 avail now!
Great location, quiet
Call 419-354-6036, M-F, 9am-3pm.
Subleaser needed ASAP! Close to
campus. S350/mo, no utilities.
319 Ridge St Call 513-885-8332.
www.meccabg.com
Mecca Management, Inc.
419-353-5800

3 BR house for rent, S900/mo. W/D,
AC. fenced yard. Near campus.
1 pet allowed. Call 419-353-9696.
Brand new 6 BR, 3 bath home,
close to campus.
Call 419-575-2683 for more info

532 Manville Ave.
(419)352-8917
Office Open:
Mon-Fri 10-2

HOUSES!
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

Call 419-352-6064

or www.rroboserentals.com
for current listing

MMI \IIIUCIU;IK

These houses won't
last long

Call TODAY!
FROBOSE RENTALS

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Great Selection of
Houses £r Apartments
in Good Locations!

Students check out Shamrock Studios

Available for 2010-2011

• Air Conditioning
• Dishwasher

BGSU Staff and Coaches check out
Shamrock Village Condominiums and Townhomes

• We have Efficiencies. I Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments.
• In most cases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price.
• In most cases, water, sewer, and trash are included.
• Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.

WE HAVE UNITS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

• Friendly prolessional office staff
319 E. Wooster Street. Howling (Jrcen, OH
Located Across Krom Taco Bell.

RENTAL OFFICE 1419) 354-2260

Leasing OWK* located M
1049 N. Main SI
Bowling MM OH 43402
419-353-5000
lnloanwccibg.com I www metcibQ.com
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For Rent

Houses Available
close (o campus

• Located on BGSU shuttle route

Management Inc.

1

For Rent

Am
agement

$1,500 OFF

• 24 hr experienced maintenance

ii

• Lunch Fri. • Sat • Sun.

12 MONTH LEASE

• Garbage Disposal

I
* :U,

v
u

"

'10-'11 May/Aug.
Leases Now Available

3 BEDROOMS
(Not valid w/ other offers)

|

*

For Rent

avk us .mi .ii luccbook -

\2fccffia

I
rt "1"

*

56 50 Minimum

Open Weekdays 4PM

Mid \m Management
Ml third IM ltd
152-43K0

linns • Storage • Slmlio

61
62
63
64

203 N. Main f™!*™*1 352-5166 1

< till in make an appointment Unlay!

Shamrock Village

59
60

PISrilM€LLO'S§ UR gPECiALSI

C'rmrlestoYvn Apts.
710 Scott llamilto
71(1 Scott Hamilton

419-352-6331

47
50
52
53

Caesar's partner Imogene
Actress Gardner et al.
Court call makers
Cologne crowd?
Prepares
Has an
gnnd
Yucatan's capital
_ Brockovich"
9 Child actor's chauffeur?
10 Height
11 Tolerates teasing gracefully
12 Formal answer to
34 Uncle Remus's
"Who's there?"
35 Speaks
13 End of a pentamer38 One with immunity
ous serial
41 Buried
14 TiVo option
43 One leading a spartan
23 Will Rogers prop
ifestyle
24 "__ grip!''
45 Marine bird
25 Crooked
47
Blueprints
26 High wind
48 Ignited again
27 Unwavering
29 Messy situation
49 Cry on cue, say
51 U.S.: county :: U.K.
31 Hairlike parts, such
as those that help
geckos cling to walls 54 Moniker
55 Flaky mineral
33 St. with counties
56 Latin 101 verb
named Comanche
57 Colleague of Lane
and Choctaw
and Olsen
Film that's out of order?
58 Those, to Teresa
PC panic button
Mammal of Madagascar
Seeking advancement at any
cost
Take out „: borrow money
Eastern Canadian province
ANSWERS
grouping, with "the"
Saltpeter, to a Brit
s 1 s V 3 3 1 3
3 3 i s
Smithsonian collection
u 1 i N
V N V 0 1 U 3
Spirited horse
s
r.
1
1
1 H V nmn V 0 l V
1
Nielsen ratings subjects
M
N
o|u
n n 3 1
V n 3
1
1
0 s 3 1 i 3 n o 3 H d
d n 4 V N s
s a V 3 s
l 1 X V 0 1 i 1 1 1 u 3 •t V
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s
n
1
0
s
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1
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STRAIGHT YEARS
SK ABOUT

Mid Am Manor
Ml Third Si
702 Third St.
W* Fourth St

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green

C

War and more
R.E.M. vocalist Michael
Strain
Turkic inhabitant of Russia
Place with trays
Director Kurosawa
Aide's job
Doctor's orders
Rolls on the lawn
Hard to nail down
Social blunder
Eritrea's capital
Ness et al.
Cosmetic surgeries
Vegan entree
Imported cheeses
Cajun pod
Sherry, often
Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show
costar
44 Grab before someone else does
46 It merged with Kmart in 2005

Check out our Variety of
Properties Available!

Located at:

$10 off a $50 purchase
or
$20 off a $100 purchase

1
10
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
24
28
30
32
36
37
39
40
42

'BARTENDING'up to S300/day No
exp necessary Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174.

* Apartments Available •

Let us help with your
department's holiday parly.
whether at your place or ours.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

With BG Views Events you can let

temperature climbed to 68 degrees
— crushing the old high of 55 for
the date. Providence, HI., had a
record high of 66, and Concord.
N.I 1„ set a record at 65.
But for others, the balmy weather was just fine.
For many, the day started with
lashing rain. Central Maine Power,
the state's largest electric utility,
reported 6,700 customers in the
dark at the storm's peak. In New
Jersey, more than 10,000 homes
and businesses lost electricity.
Other northeastern states, including New I lampshire. also suffered
power outages.
I leavy waves pounded the shore,
causing beach erosion up and
down the Atlantic coast. Coastal
flooding closed several toads in
New Hampshire at high tide late
llnirsday morning.
Jim Brown from the National
Weather Service says the cooldown
will be nearly as swift as the arrival
of the record warmth. Seasonably
cooler weather is expected l>y the
weekend in the Northeast.

BRIEFS

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

Storage available, rented by the month!

SHAMR0CKBG.COM

1724 E WOOSTER

419-354-0070

Hours- Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
wwwjohnnewlm erealestate.com
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